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Abstract

While it is generally accepted that violations of state-nation congruence can cause con-

flict, less is known about which configurations increase the risk of either civil or interstate

conflict, and how these conflict types interact. Inspired by MyronWeiner’s classical model

of the “Macedonian Syndrome,” we propose an integrated theoretical framework that links

specific nationality problems to both conflict types. Using spatial data on state borders and

ethnic settlements in Europe since 1816, we show that divided groups are more likely to

rebel and, where they govern on only one side of the border, to initiate territorial claims

and militarized disputes. To make things worse, rebellion and interstate conflict reinforce

each other where ethnic division coincides with partial home rule. We obtain similar find-

ings for civil wars and territorial claims in a global sample post-1945. At the same time,

governments shy away from engaging in interstate disputes to address nationality problems

and instead support ethnic rebels abroad.
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versity of Konstanz, 17-19 March, 2022, and at the Robert Schuman Center at the European University Institute,
February 16, 2022. We are grateful for excellent feedback from the participants of these events and generous finan-
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For numerous observers in theWest, Putin’s invasion of Ukraine in Februrary 2022 came out

of the blue. Hopes of a cooperative, economically interwoven, and practically borderless world

have been dealt a serious blow. In fact, already in 2014, Russia’s annexation of Crimea heralded

a “return of geopolitics” (Mead 2014). Some analysts, especially those of a realist persuasion,

interpret Russia’s aggression as a confirmation of a gradual return to the multipolar great-power

politics of the 19th century (see e.g. Mearsheimer 2014).

But does realist theory depict this ostensible anachronism correctly? Indeed, geopolitics is

back with a vengeance, but the question is: which type of geopolitics? Great-power competition,

the law of the strongest, and territorial conquest dominated international relations long before

the 19th century. Starting with the French Revolution, however, these forces have taken on a

particular form that is profoundly shaped by nationalism and the concomitant shift of political

legitimacy from dynastic rulers to mostly ethnically defined peoples. The nationalist age has

seen large-scale upheaval both within and between states. Secessionist mobilization in Europe’s

multi-ethnic empires and irredentist conflict aimed at uniting divided ethnic nations illustrate

this point. After the relative peace of the post-Cold War era, state borders have again been

contested by nationalist leaders not only in Ukraine, but also in disputes pitting India against

Pakistan, and Armenia against Azerbaijan. These irredentist conflicts show that nationalism is

linked to both internal and external conflict, and that these conflict types are often intimately

intertwined.

While it is generally accepted that a lack of congruence between state and national borders

generates nationalist frustrations (Gellner 1983), less is known about how such violations of the

nationality principle cause armed conflict. Existing conflict research helps us understand how

nationalism increases the mobilizational potential of states within fixed borders (Clausewitz

1984; Posen 1993; Tilly 1994) and how specific types of state-nation incongruence, such as for-

eign rule (Gurr 1993; Cederman, Gleditsch, and Buhaug 2013) or irredentism (Saideman and

Ayres 2008; Siroky and Hale 2017), can trigger either internal or external conflict. Yet the liter-
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ature offers only partial views of the link between ethnonationalist configurations and conflict

patterns. In particular, previous research on nationalism’s violent consequences has tended to

analyze either civil or interstate conflict but rarely both, and even less so how they interact. On

top of that, most quantitative conflict scholarship studies the post-1945 period which has been

characterized by norms and security architectures that heavily constrained territorial conquest

and nationalist conflict between states (Zacher 2001; Fazal 2007; Atzili 2011).

This paper addresses both of these issues using Myron Weiner’s (1971) classical model of the

“Macedonian Syndrome” as a source of theoretical inspiration. We construct a comprehensive

conceptual framework capturing foreign rule and ethnic division as well as all possible com-

binations of these deviations from the nation-state ideal. Weiner’s model appears as a special

and particularly conflict-prone case in this framework. Systematically mapping out different

types of nationality problems, we argue that constellations featuring groups that are divided by

state borders and enjoy only partial home rule are particularly prone to experience both civil

and interstate conflict. Precisely in this classic irredentist setting, nationalist principles and

mobilization provide a plausible mechanism of how domestic and international conflict may

reinforce each other.

To test our theoretical expectations, we collect and integrate large amounts of data on state

borders, ethnic settlement areas, civil wars, territorial claims and militarized interstate disputes

in post-Napoleonic Europe. These data allow us to systematically analyze how violations of the

nationality principle trigger ethno-nationalist conflict processes both within the state hosting a

critical minority and between the host state and an irredentist kin state claiming to redeem, or

at least protect, its ethnic peers abroad. We find that relatively large minorities under foreign

rule by an ethnically distinct host government are particularly likely to rebel. Division of ethnic

groups by state borders increases civil war risk further, regardless of whether the kin group

across the border holds power. The combination of ethnic division with home rule on one side

of the border and foreign rule on the other is associated with interstate conflict in the form of
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territorial claims andmilitarized disputes. In this irredentist constellation, past ethnic rebellion

makes conflict between the host and irredentist kin state more likely. By the same token, a

history of conflict between kin and host state increases the risk of ethnic rebellion in the latter.

Home rule for both parts of an ethnic group divided by state borders, if anything, reduces the

probability of interstate trouble suggesting that national unification wars between co-ethnic

state governments are the exception rather than the rule. All of these findings are driven by the

pre-1945 period and get weaker or disappear in postwar Europe.

In a final step, we broaden the scope to the entire world from World War II. Based on ex-

isting datasets, this empirical extension reveals that nationality problems spur ethnic rebellion

within and territorial claims between states, but are no longer systematically associated with

interstate violence. At the same time, the reinforcing dynamics between domestic and interna-

tional conflict found in pre-1945 Europe no longer hold. Consistent with international norms

and institutions that have made territorial conquest and interstate warfare increasingly risky

and frowned upon, potentially irredentist states instead support ethnic rebels fighting the host

governments of their powerless kin abroad. Ethnic civil war thus appears as a driver and con-

sequence of irredentist interstate conflict in pre-1945 Europe but seems to have turned into its

feasible substitute under the global postwar order.

Taken together, our analysis paints a more comprehensive theoretical and empirical picture

of the link between nationalism and conflict than the existing literature. While the configura-

tional macro analyses conducted in this paper necessarily remain correlational, we use various

fixed effects and control variables to address the most obvious endogeneity threats and alterna-

tive explanations. Our findings on pre-1945 Europe may offer some lessons on what could be in

store if Putin gets away with his land grabs in Ukraine. Other nationalist leaders might draw

from his script and challenge the international norms and institutions that have successfully

contained nationalist conflict between states since 1945 (Simmons and Goemans 2021).
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In the following, we first provide an overview of how the literature has approached the link

between nationalism and conflict onset. Then we derive operational hypotheses and introduce

our main datasets. This description is followed by the main empirical analysis focusing on inter-

nal and external conflict in post-Napoleonic Europe, as well as the global analysis after World

War II. The final section discusses broader implications of our main findings.

Nationalism and conflict in the literature

Classical theories of nationalism mostly focus on macro processes unrelated to war. Yet, more

specialized studies explicitly analyze the link between nationalism andwarfare. FollowingClause-

witz’s (1984) classical insights, some of this scholarship investigates how nationalism helps the

modern state to mobilize resources for interstate warfare (see e.g. Posen 1993; Tilly 1994) but

also how warfare promotes nation building (see e.g. Sambanis, Skaperdas, andWohlforth 2015).

Other recent studies explore how different types of nationalism, especially ethnic, internally in-

clusive but externally exclusive types, increase the risk of war (Snyder 2000; Schrock-Jacobson

2012; Powers 2022). The influence of nationalism, however, goes beyond the internal dynamics

within given state borders. As suggested by Gellner (1983), much of nationalism’s destabilizing

effect derives from violations of its very core principle, namely the congruence of the state and

the typically ethnically defined nation. Yet since Gellner’s main interest did not lie in empirical

conflict research, one has to look elsewhere to find systematic analyses of the implications for

conflict.

An important, but relatively limited empirical literature studies how specific nationalist

actor constellations cause interstate disputes and wars. Carment and James (1995) show how ir-

redentist configurations make international crises more severe, violent, and difficult to manage.

The dyadic analyses by Moore and Davis (1997) and Woodwell (2004) produce similar findings

suggesting that border-transgressing ethnicity is associated with aggressive foreign policy as well
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as interstate crises and conflicts. In an important study, Miller (2007) offers an explicit analysis

of how specific deviations from “state-to-nation balance” trigger characteristic patterns of in-

terstate conflict including irredentist war by revisionist states with stranded ethnic kin abroad.

Using detailed case studies from Eastern Europe, Saideman and Ayres (2008) explore the condi-

tions under which latent irredentist constellations lead to mobilization and violence. Focusing

on Africa, Goemans and Schultz (2017) find that transborder ethnic links increase the risk of

territorial claims, especially when partitioned groups are in power on one side of the border and

marginalized on the other. Analyzing domestic conditions that make irredentist conflict more

likely, Siroky and Hale (2017) show that economic status inconsistency tends to fuel grievances

and majoritarian systems further augment the probability of violent interstate disputes. These

studies, however, say little about internal conflict and how it might trigger and/or result from

interstate trouble.

Other studies analyze how foreign rule and cross-border ethnic ties make domestic rebellion

more likely. Early quantitative research on “minorities at risk” shows that different types of

marginalization, including political exclusion, are conducive to civil conflict (see e.g. Gurr 1993).

The civil war literature also features studies that indicate how internal conflict in one country

may spread across state borders, especially in the presence of border-straddling ethnicity (see

e.g. Gleditsch 2007; Buhaug and Gleditsch 2008; Checkel 2013) and how transborder ethnic

links may facilitate rebellion (Denny and Walter 2014). Cederman, Girardin, and Gleditsch

(2009) and Cederman, Gleditsch, and Buhaug (2013) find that power relations between ethnic

minorities and host governments as well as between host and kin state influence the risk of

civil conflict more than the mere existence of a transborder ethnic link. Focusing on external

intervention in civil wars rather than their onset, Saideman (1997, 2001, 2002) and San-Akca

(2016) show how governing ethnic groups may support co-ethnic rebels abroad, a point that we

pick up in our post-1945 analysis below.
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Despite their focus on ethnic links and irredentism, neither of these clusters of research

scrutinizes systematically how internal and external conflict patterns reinforce each other, and

therefore fails to offer a complete picture of how deviations from the nation-state ideal drive

patterns of violence. The main problem pertains to an informal, but deep-seated, division of

labor between research on civil war and studies of interstate conflict. Still, the solution clearly

does not lie in treating internal and external conflicts as if they were equivalent and caused

by the very same rough correlates of political violence (cf. Cunningham and Lemke 2013). In

other studies, there is considerable conceptual blurring between the two conflict types, espe-

cially under the heading of “ethnic conflict.” For instance, in a conceptual piece, Van Evera

(1994) proposes a series of “hypotheses on nationalism and war,” but his study does not make

explicit whether “war” stands for confrontations between governments or between governments

and non-state actors, nor does it try to test hypotheses.

One of the very few studies that show how internal and external conflict interact was au-

thored by Gleditsch, Salehyan, and Schultz (2008), who demonstrate that states that experience

civil war are more likely to get involved in militarized disputes. In contrast to previous re-

search in International Relations that analyzes opportunistic aggression against weak states and

diversionary war while treating preexisting internal conflict as exogenous, they attribute this

correlation to mechanisms that are endogenous to the issues that caused civil war in the first

place. Such mechanisms include externalization, spillovers and interventions, some of which

relate directly to irredentist configurations and the desire to protect ethnic transborder kin.

Their study, however, does not empirically assess whether potentially irredentist ethnic links

within a country dyad make the escalation from civil to interstate conflict more likely.

Likewise adopting a two-level logic, Edry, Johnson, and Leeds (2021) analyze how alliance

patterns respond not only to external threats but also to internal ones. While considering both

the risk of civil and interstate conflict in the same framework, their analysis highlights how

different conflict threats may motivate distinct types of preventive alliances. Perhaps most rel-
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evant for our purposes, Mylonas (2012) provides a sophisticated analysis of how governments

may choose to exclude minorities supported by enemy states rather than pursuing accommoda-

tion or assimilation. Highlighting governments’ repressive nation-building strategies vis-à-vis

real or suspected “fifth columns”, Mylonas (2012) presents a plausible mechanism linking in-

terstate enmity to domestic conflict. Our analysis moves beyond this important contribution

by extending the empirical scope far beyond the Balkans and complementing Mylonas’s (2012)

outside-in perspective with the reverse pathway leading from domestic to interstate trouble.

In sum, current conflict research addresses the link between nationalism and conflict but the

analytical focus tends to be relatively narrow, both with respect to actor constellations and con-

flict types. Furthermore, data limitations, especially the lack of reliable data on ethnic groups

before 1945, still block attempts to assess whether theMacedonian Syndrome can be generalized

to other parts of Europe, let alone the rest of the world.

A theory of nationality problems and conflict

This section derives our main theoretical expectations. As an analytical starting point, we build

onWeiner’s (1971) informal model of the “Macedonian Syndrome.” Althoughmostly descriptive

and covering a particular part of the world, Weiner’s seminal study remains theoretically fertile

because it offers the necessary complexity to understand the full scope of nationality problems

and their link to conflict patterns. Based on his reading of Balkan history, and with the explicit

goal to generate lessons for multi-ethnic postcolonial states, Weiner outlines a dynamic conflict

process that centers on an ethnic group that straddles the border between two states, at least

one of which is dissatisfied with the current geopolitical status quo. Together these three actors

constitute a triad that extends conventional dyadic conceptions of conflict processes. This re-

visionist scenario centers on a situation in which the group is deprived of political power in at

least one of the states. In case its members are in power in the revisionist state, there are likely
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to be strong incentives to incorporate or support the powerless kin. Irredentist politics thus

increases the likelihood of both rebellion and interstate disputes involving the two states.1

Viewed as a process, Weiner’s scenario includes several stages that describe how tensions and

mutual suspicion increase successively before triggering violent conflict. Increasing polarization

on all sides is likely to escalate hostility and paranoia, within both states and between them, as

expressed by alignment patterns involving the states and external powers. In particular, the

status-quo oriented host state starts to fear that the minority in question desires to be liberated

by the revisionist state. In such a climate of fear and suspicion, miscalculation and emotional

overreactions are likely to foster excessive risk taking and militarization of internal and external

relations that increase the risk of violent conflict both inside the host state and between the two

states.

TheMacedonian Syndrome serves as an excellent starting point for conceptualizing the link

between nationalist configurations and conflict. Yet it is only a starting point. Indeed, Weiner’s

descriptive model needs to be embedded in a more general theoretical framework that can be

used to derive testable hypotheses with applicability well beyond the Balkans. The task of this

section is to construct such a contextual account of the link between nationality problems and

conflict patterns.

In the era of nationalism following the French Revolution, political legitimacy shifted from

the dynastic ruler to the “people,” typically defined as the “nation” (Mann 2005; Roshwald 2015).

The transition from territorial to popular sovereignty paved the way for ethno-nationalist pol-

itics. In theory, there are many possibilities to define the people, which serves as the basis of

popular sovereignty. From the French Revolution onwards, however, the nation as a politicized

ethnic community emerged as the prevailing answer to this critical question (Yack 2001).

1. Brubaker (1996) introduces a similar three-actor configuration, but unlikeWeiner, does not attempt to derive
specific conflict-inducing mechanisms. The triadic relation between host state, non-core group, and external state
also figures prominently in Mylonas (2012) whose arguments do not necessarily involve an ethnic link between the
minority and the external state.
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Once the “people” had been identified with the “nation,” the normative implications are

clear. According to Gellner (1983, 1), nationalism can be defined as a doctrine that prescribes

that the state and the nation should coincide. Any deviation from this principle can be expected

to generate grievances, which may in turn facilitate collective mobilization and trigger violent

conflict. As recognized by Gellner (1983, 1), state-to-nation congruence can be violated in two

main ways: either there is a deficit of states, which means that some nations are exposed to alien

rule or there is a surplus, which implies that ethnic nations suffer from division. In irredentist

situations, as is the case in the Macedonian syndrome, alien rule and division coincide, which

occurs if at least a part of a border-transgressing nationalist community is dominated by another

ethno-nationalist group in addition to being politically fragmented by state borders.

To bring further clarity, Figure 1 presents a more detailed picture of the logical possibilities

involving states and ethnic nations. Rather than treating ethnic nations as groups nested inside

states, we conceptualize them as potentially border-transgressing communities. We use the term

segment to refer to each subpopulation of a transnational group.

By covering all logical possibilities, the figure allows us to contextualize the Macedonian

Syndrome as one of five main ethno-nationalist configurations. The rows indicate whether the

nation in question enjoys home rule, alien rule, or partial home rule. The latter applies in case

some segments of the nation are in power whereas others are exposed to alien rule. The columns

denote whether the nation is unified or divided. Based on this classification, we arrive at five

possibilities rather than six, since partial home rule presupposes that the ethnic nation is split.

What is the conflict potential in these configurations?

• The nationality principle is satisfied only in Configuration n, since groups enjoying both

home rule and unity describe a perfect nation-state in conformance with nationalist prin-

ciples. In these cases, we expect no nationalist conflict due to nationality problems. If one
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Figure 1: Expected conflict patterns in five configurations with or without alien rule and
division
Note: States are shown as black boxes, with stars denoting their capitals, and ethnic nations as rounded, shaded
shapes. Ethnic nations containing the capital symbol hold political power in the respective state. The red one-way
arrows starting with a dot indicate civil conflict, whereas the bidirectional arrows refer to interstate conflict. The
one-way arrows without a dot correspond to reinforcing dynamics between civil and interstate conflict. The
conflict arrows are labeled according to hypotheses to be introduced below.

disregards its overseas colonies, the last couple of centuries of Portuguese history capture

the ideal of a nation-state.2

• InConfiguration a, a unified group suffers from being exposed to alien rule. In this case, the

segment may rebel against the host government, with the aim of ousting the incumbent

2. It should be noted that nationalism can also cause intensified competition between states and thus lead to
interstate war even between ideal typical nation states because nationalism facilitates mobilization within given
state borders (Clausewitz 1984; Posen 1993).
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group or seceding from the state. Typical cases include secessionist action against imperial

centers, such as the Hungarian and Italian uprisings against Austrian domination in 1848

and the Baltic peoples’ rebellions against the Soviet occupiers in 1946.

• Configuration b reveals that if both segments of a nation are settled in separate states, but

enjoy home rule in each of them, there is likely pressure to unify the two states. Unifica-

tion typically proceeds peacefully thanks to nationalist affinities, as illustrated byGerman

reunification. In other instances, however, such processes lead to interstate conflict with

both states competing over which one will take the lead. TheAustro-Prussian war in 1866

is a prominent example of such a violent national unification process.

• Configuration c corresponds closely to Weiner’s Macedonian Syndrome.3 Representing a

mixed case, where one segment enjoys home rule and the other one is exposed to alien rule,

this configuration captures a classical case of irredentism which may produce both civil

conflict by the dominated segment as well as interstate disputes. Whether the dominated

segment strives to secede from its host state or unify with its homeland state, nationality

problems increase the risk of political violence (Horowitz 1991). The Russian-sponsored

rebellion in Ukraine since 2014 and the Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022 fall into this

category. There are several historical cases of this kind, such as the Bulgarians rebelling in

Serbia in 1885 and the Greek in the Ottoman Empire after the creation of the Greek state

in 1821. Beyond Eastern Europe, the “troubles” in Northern Ireland until the Good Friday

Agreement in 1998 illustrate another instance of rebellion in an irredentist setting.

• Finally, Configuration d captures a situation in which all segments of the ethno-nationalist

group suffer from alien rule. This configuration is likely to produce rebellion, as the na-

tionalists are fighting alien rule imposed by their respective governments. The ultimate

3. At the beginning of his article, Weiner (1971, 668) also includes a situation in which both group segments are
minorities, thus approximating Configuration d, but most aspects of the step-wise logic of his descriptive model
fit Configuration c rather than d.
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goal is typically unification in an independent state. Basque armed resistance in Spain

illustrates this category, as do the Serbian challenges to Austrian and Ottoman rule, and

the Polish struggle against foreign domination by Russia, Prussia and Austria in the 19th

century.4

Based on this reasoning, we are now ready to derive theoretical expectations for civil wars

(Hypothesis 1) and interstate wars (Hypothesis 2) respectively, each one of the sub-hypotheses

corresponding to a specific configuration as indicated by the letter following the hypothesis

number. Hypotheses 1a, 1c, and 1d therefore correspond to Configurations a, c and d, respec-

tively. Treating Configuration n as the baseline, the first set of hypotheses focuses on the out-

break of civil conflict:

Hypothesis 1a. Alien rule and unity make the onset of civil conflict more likely.

Hypothesis 1c. Partial home rule and division make the onset of civil conflict more likely.

Hypothesis 1d. Alien rule and division make the onset of civil conflict more likely.

In all three configurations, the violation of the nationality principle constitutes the main

motivation driving conflict. Rather than triggering conflict automatically, the link is merely

probabilistic since several conditions have to apply for mass-held grievances to emerge and vi-

olent conflict to erupt (Cederman, Gleditsch, and Buhaug 2013, Chapter 3). The step from

state-nation mismatches to grievances requires that the group members frame alien rule and/or

division as unjust, while targeting the dominant group. If this process leads to grievances, con-

flict may still not materialize unless nationalist entrepreneurs manage to mobilize and organize

resistance and the government refuses to accommodate the nationalists’ claims.

4. Yet nationalist incongruence is not expected to generate interstate conflict in this configuration, especially
because a state’s subversive support for a cross-border minority may cause trouble in its own territory.
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Under the heading of Hypothesis 2, we now turn to the probability of interstate conflict in

Configurations b and c:

Hypothesis 2b. Home rule and division make onset of interstate conflict more likely.

Hypothesis 2c. Partial home rule and division make onset of interstate conflict more likely.

The mechanisms responsible for interstate conflict differ somewhat from those that pro-

duce rebellion. In these cases, it is typically the governments rather than nationalist movements

that make the decision to fight. In case of Hypothesis 2b, frustrations with division motivate

the proponents of unification to take the lead. In case they are able to agree on the leadership

in a unified state, peace will prevail. If there is, however, fundamental disagreement between

the two governments as regards the issue of post-integration leadership, interstate conflict be-

comes more likely. The logic behind this situation is a collective action dilemma based on a

coordination game (see e.g. Schelling 1960).5

In Configuration c, the co-ethnics governing the homeland state also view division as a scan-

dal, but grievances relating to alien rule are also at play. Here the unhappiness concerns not only

the fact that a governing segment’s kin is cut off from the homeland state, but also more or less

substantiated worries about the ethnically foreign government’s treatment of its kin inside the

other state. Grievances may be genuinely felt by a considerable share of the population, or they

may be stoked up and instrumentalized by elites to launch an attack against the host govern-

ment allegedly mistreating their kin across the border. In a classic illustration of this situation,

Hitler fabricated claims that the Polish government mistreated ethnic Germans to justify the

invasion of Poland in 1939, which in turn triggered World War II (Bergen 2008). Whether mo-

tivated by invented or actual mistreatment of minorities, state leaders need to foster grievances

and support to prepare their country for mass mobilization and military action.

5. Alternatively, conflict may also be triggered if dynastic or otherwise anti-nationalist elites resist unification,
as illustrated by dynastic princes who tried to block German and Italian unification in the 19th century (see e.g.
Hamerow 1971).
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The next analytical step captures the interaction between civil and interstate conflict. In

fact, it is only Configuration c that features both conflict types. Here we use two digits to label

the hypothesis, where again 1 stands for civil conflict and 2 for interstate conflict, depending on

which conflict type makes the other more likely:

Hypothesis 21c. Under conditions of partial home rule and division, past interstate conflict

makes onset of civil conflict more likely.

Hypothesis 12c. Under conditions of partial home rule and division, past civil conflict makes

onset of interstate conflict more likely.

Hypothesis 21c assumes that the host and homeland states have a history of interstate dis-

putes. According to this outside-in logic, hostility spilling over from the two states’ rivalry

may end up poisoning the domestic politics of the host state. The irredentist setting with a

disputed interstate border has made the conflict in Northern Ireland more intractable. A sim-

ilarly enduring dynamic applies to repeated Greek rebellions against the Ottoman Empire in

the 19th century, which were fueled by warfare between the newly independent Greek state and

the Porte. In the eyes of their host government, the homeland state’s co-nationalists appear as

a potential threatening fifth column, which deserves to be selected out for particularly harsh

treatment (see e.g. Mylonas 2012), thus increasing the risk of violent rebellion (Weiner 1971,

678).

In the opposite direction, Hypothesis 12c seeks the roots of interstate conflict in the do-

mestic conditions of the host state. If the co-nationalists are already fighting against their gov-

ernment, it becomes more likely that their homeland kin will be tempted to intervene in the

civil conflict on the side of their nationalist confrères. However, there are good reasons to expect

such interventions to be far from automatic since action against a neighboring state is inherently

risky (see e.g. Horowitz 1985, Chapter 6; Cederman, Girardin, and Gleditsch 2009) and may in-

volve considerable normative costs at the international level, especially in the post-1945 period.
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(Zacher 2001; Fazal 2007). Therefore, this type of conflict interaction has often been substituted

with covert intervention and support for domestic armed actors in the host state rather than

full-fledged armed intervention (see e.g. Joseph and Poznansky 2018; Saideman 2002). Neverthe-

less, Balkan history provides several examples of this pattern. The repeated interstate disputes

between Greece and the Ottoman Empire/Turkey originated in the Greek uprising against the

Ottomans in 1821, especially since newly independent Greece still excluded many Greek settle-

ments that remained unredeemed. In fact, the enduring rivalry between Greece and Turkey still

produces tensions well into the 21st century.

Together, these two hypotheses could set off an entire series of exchanges, where repeated

conflicts at both levels create a positive feedback effect. Students of interstate warfare analyze

this phenomenon under the heading of “enduring rivalries,” especially as repeated outbreaks of

conflict between the same two states (see e.g. Diehl and Goertz 2000). More recently, DeRouen

and Bercovitch (2008) extend the concept to civil conflict. The triadic nexus of the Macedonian

Syndrome helps us conceptualize persistent and recurrent ethno-political conflict patterns that

unfold both between and within states. Prominent examples of this extended notion of endur-

ing rivalries include persistent conflicts pitting India against Pakistan over Kashmir (Saideman

2006), as well as Greek and Turkish competition over various territories, including the region

of Thrace and several Aegean islands (Heraclides 2011).

Data and variables

Identifying the nationality problems at the heart of our theoretical argument requires data on

both state and ethnic borders. All analyses of civil conflict rely on yearly observations of ethnic

segments as units of analysis, defined as the spatial intersections between country borders on

the one hand and (potentially) border-transgressing ethnic settlement areas on the other. Com-

bining historical data on state and ethnic borders also allows to code simple proxies for the four
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distinct nationality problems identified above. In analyzing interstate conflict, we aggregate

ethnic-segment-level information to country dyads, the unit at which our conflict outcomes

are coded. In what follows, we describe the data construction pipeline for our main analyses

covering geographic Europe post-1816. A separate section extending the analysis to a global,

post-1945 sample contains a separate description of the relevant data sources.

Ethnic settlement data. Information on historical ethnic settlements comes from our

newly compiled Historical Ethnic Geography (HEG) dataset. This European dataset is based

on 200 historical ethnic maps compiled from online map collections and leading libraries such

as the British Library, Library of Congress, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. From this

candidate set, we selected 73 high-quality maps with (a) high geographic resolution, (b) broad

spatial coverage (i.e. depicting large subregions or the entirety of Europe), and (c) authors of

varying nationality.6

Turning the ethnic maps into geocoded data, our procedure first standardizes the iden-

tity labels across different maps and time periods using the Ethnologue language tree (Lewis

2009). We then rasterize all group polygons depicting the same ethnic group in the same time

period across multiple maps and combine raster-level information into a best-guess group poly-

gon based on information from all available maps. To more precisely encode temporal change

in ethnic settlement areas, our procedure also takes into account hand-coded information on

large-scale instances of ethnic cleansing and mass migration.7 The Online Appendix to this

paper explains the map data and aggregation steps in more detail.

The main goal of our map-based approach is to capture a typically ethno-nationalist world-

view rather than historical “truth.” While most map makers aspired to scientific objectivity,

the actual drawing of some maps reflected implicit nationalist claims (see, e.g., Hansen 2015).

6. The publication of these maps range from the 1850s to 2019, see Appendix Figure A1.
7. To address concerns about endogenous change in ethnic settlements, we conduct robustness checks that

eliminate all temporal variation in ethnic settlement areas by only relying on the first map available for each group.
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Overall, these deviations seem marginal and there is major spatial agreement between the maps

as illustrated in Figure A3 in our Online Appendix. In the cases, mixed settlement areas, and

border regions where the maps diverge the statistical averaging of our procedure should further

even out extreme views. More importantly, identifying potential ethnic nations from historical

linguistic maps does not require the mass adoption of nationalist ideologies and principles by

each and every resident of a specific ethnic segment. Nor does language standardization and

mass education need to have already erased more local dialects or attachments. For nationality

problems to result in armed conflict, elite-level convictions and a critical mass of nationalist

activists and common followers often suffice to get mobilization going. As long as our maps

capture existing linguistic boundaries relatively accurately and correspond to what the relevant

historical leaders, nationalist activists, and ordinary followers perceived as the cultural bases

of their imagined nations, our map-based identification of state-to-nation mismatches yields a

valid measure of the structural potential for nationalist grievances and mobilization.

Historical state borders. Spatial data on state borders since 1886 come from the recently

released CShapes 2.0 dataset, which offers global coverage on all sovereign states and their de-

pendencies since the “Scramble for Africa” (Schvitz et al. 2021). We extend CShapes 2.0 for

Europe back to 1816 drawing on non-spatial data from the Gleditsch and Ward (1999) dataset

of independent states, the Correlates of War’s Territorial Change dataset (Tir et al. 1998), and

historical GIS data from the Centennia Historical Atlas (Reed 2008). The dataset also includes

dozens of microstates that were common prior to the German and Italian unifications but are

not included in the Gleditsch and Ward (1999) and COW datasets. Abramson (2017) provides

detailed spatial data on European state borders until 1790, including those of small states not

covered in our main sources. We use Abramson’s (2017) shape files, Centennia, and secondary

sources to reconstruct the border history of all small states that survived beyond 1816.
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Units of analysis and main independent variables. Spatially intersecting the aggre-

gate group polygons with yearly data on European state borders yields our main unit of analysis

– ethnic segments years (ect) starting in 1816. For each segment year, we calculate absolute area

and territorial shares in the country and aggregate group in which the respective segment is

nested. Wherever ethnic polygons intersect, we equally divide the area among all locally over-

lapping segments assuming mixed settlements.

We assign dichotomous indicators for home rule and national unity to each segment year in

our data. Home rule applies to the ethnic segment that holds most power in the respective coun-

try’s capital. The largest ethnic segment that contains the capital serves as our first guess (e.g.

the Romanian segment in independent Romania contains Bucharest) which we then manually

correct wherever necessary.8

For the analysis of ethnic civil war, the sample is restricted to ethnic segment years under

alien rule that are larger than 500 square kilometers. The first restriction is needed since ethnic

rebellion requires a group to rise up against an ethnically distinct government, whereas the area

cutoff eliminates tiny segments that most likely result from imprecisely drawn ethnic and, to a

lesser extent, country borders. Since the intrastate conflict sample only contains segment-years

without home rule, we construct a proxy that captures the degree of alien rule (and therefore the

severity of Configuration a above). More specifically, we calculate a territorial balance variable

defined as a specific ethnic segment’s share in its host country’s territory divided by the sum

of this share and the respective share of the politically dominant ethnic segment. The intuition

is that alien rule appears as particularly scandalous wherever the excluded ethnic segment is

large relative to its state-owning counterpart. As for division, we code a simple dummy variable

wherever an ethnic segment has a transborder ethnic kin segment with an area of more than 500

8. Newly independent Lithuania in the 1990s provides one such example. Our algorithm mistakenly identifies
ethnic Belarusians as state-leading group, since their segment polygon intersects with Vilnius while the much larger
Lithuanian polygon misses the capital by some 500 meters. In cases like this, we rely on secondary sources to
correctly identify politically dominant groups.
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sqkm in another country. We further distinguish whether the foreign kin segment enjoys home

rule or is also affected by alien rule to differentiate between Configurations c and d.

Our analyses of territorial claims and interstate disputes use directed country dyad-years as

the unit of analyses and require aggregating the ethnic segment data to this level. We do so by

identifying all dyad-years in which the politically dominant ethnic segment in country A has a

kin segment in country B and again distinguish between kin segments under home rule or alien

rule to separate Configuration b from Configuration c. Our expectation is that Configuration

c in which a state-leading ethnic segment has powerless kin abroad is particularly likely to lead

to interstate trouble and irredentist campaigns.

Conflict outcomes and two-level dynamics. This study features three distinct outcome

variables to operationalize intrastate and interstate conflict:

• First, we code a dummy of ethnic civil war onsets at the ethnic segment-year level covering

the period 1816-2017. For the post-1945 period, we use existing data from UCDP/PRIO

(Gleditsch et al. 2002) linked to ethnic groups via the ACD2EPR dataset (Wucherpfennig

et al. 2012). We manually match the post-1945 EPR groups involved in conflict to their

appropriate counterparts in our map-based list of European ethnicities described above.

For the period 1816-1945, we identify all civil wars listed in the datasets provided by

Gleditsch (2004) and Sarkees andWayman (2010) that are fought in the name of a specific

ethnic group. The coding rules are the same as in theACD2EPRdataset, requiring explicit

ethnic claims and recruitment from a particular ethnic group. The main analyses rely

on an onset dummy that includes both secessionist and governmental civil wars. In the

appendix, we restrict the dependent variable to territorial conflict as the theoretically

perhaps more relevant and in the European sample far more frequent conflict type related

to state-nation mismatches (Table A1).
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• Second, territorial claim onsets as coded by Frederick, Hensel, and Macaulay (2017) are

defined at the level of directed country dyads, as they involve country A claiming territory

in country B. In a robustness exercise, we investigate irredentist territorial claims that

target specific ethnic segments. To this end, we extend the original claims dataset and

code, for each claim, whether it is ethnically motivated and targets an ethnic kin segment

of country A’s dominant group in country B.This permits analyzing a subset of ethnically

motivated territorial claims at the level of targeted ethnic segment-years rather than using

more aggregate country dyads. As the territorial claims data is only coded until 2001, we

lose the most recent years of our sample.

• Third, the Dyadic Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) dataset provided by Maoz et

al. (2019) codes dispute initiation at the level of directed country-dyad years. The baseline

analyses rely on all dyadic MIDs, whereas the appendix shows replications based on fatal

MIDs and plausibly territorial disputes defined as all onsets in which Maoz et al. (2019)

code the dispute initiator as a revisionist state with respect to territory (Tables A11 and

A10).

Combining information on interstate conflict, ethnic rebellion, and transborder ethnic kin

relations allows to get an empirical grip on Hypotheses 21c and 12c and thus the cross-level

dynamics of theMacedonian Syndrome. In the civil war analysis, we identify all segment-years in

which a specific ethnic segment ect has state-owning ethnic kin abroad and there were territorial

claims and/or militarized disputes between the ethnically related foreign government and the

ethnically distinct host government in the past. We construct the variable Past Interstate Trouble

(Host vs. TEK) as the total years with ongoing territorial claims or MIDs between 1816 and year

t-1. The idea is to capture governing groups’ claims, fears, and grievances about potential fifth

columns within the country. Repressive or assimilationist policies taken by the host government

to address such fears are expected to make ethnic rebellion more likely. For the dyadic interstate
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conflict sample, we proceed in the opposite direction and code all dyad years in which the state-

leading segment in country A has powerless ethnic kin abroad who violently challenged their

ethnically distinct host government in country B. The variable Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host)

counts the years between 1816 and t-1 with ongoing civil war. Here, the intuition is that this

configuration may provide country A with motivations or pretexts to protect or redeem ethnic

confrères who are in conflict with a hostile and ethnically distinct host government.

Analyzing nationality problems and conflict in Europe

from 1816

This section summarizes our main findings. We begin by testing the association between the

theoretically derived nationality mismatches and territorial conflict within and across country

borders in post-1816 Europe.

Civil war

We analyze intrastate ethnic conflict by running simple linear probability models on the Euro-

pean dataset of ethnic segment years described above. The dependent variable is a dichotomous

indicator for ethnic rebellion onset multiplied by 100 to facilitate interpretation in percent-

age points. The main predictors in our baseline models are Territorial Balance as a proxy for the

degree of alien rule, Division & Home Rule to test Hypothesis 1c, Division & Alien Rule opera-

tionalizing Hypothesis 1d, and Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. Tek) to capture amplifying effects

of past interstate on current intrastate conflict as stipulated in Hypothesis 21c.

All models control for country and aggregate group size (in logged sqkm), logarithmized

minimum distance between ethnic segments and their respective national capital, and conflict

history defined as the total years the respective ethnic segment fought a civil war in the past.
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We account for temporal dynamics by adding fixed effects for calendar year and time since

last conflict. In more demanding specifications, we add country fixed effects to control for

unobserved and time-invariant heterogeneity between states as well as fixed effects for years

since last border change affecting the host country to ensure that our findings do not merely

reflect periods of general territorial instability.

Table 1 reports our main results. Odd-numbered columns show simple baseline regressions

while even-numbered columns add country and border duration fixed effects. All main pre-

dictors yield positive and statistically significant coefficients across all six specifications and

strongly support Hypotheses 1a, 1c, 1d, and 21c. The substantive sizes of these estimates are

meaningful. In the most demanding specification (Column 6), a one standard deviation increase

in Territorial Balance (0.14) is associated with a 0.53 percentage points higher risk of territorial

civil war amounting to a 160% increase from the sample mean (onset in 0.33% of all ethnic seg-

ment years). Configuration c (Division & Partial Home Rule) predicts a 0.37 percentage points

higher probability of ethnic rebellion, an increase by 111% relative to the baseline risk. Con-

figuration d (Division & Alien Rule) appears similarly dangerous and is associated with 0.35 per-

centage points higher risk of conflict which corresponds to 104% of the sample mean. Finally, a

one standard deviation increase in past interstate conflict between a segment’s host government

and an ethnically related foreign government (11 years) increases the probability of ethnic civil

war by 0.07 pp (22% relative to baseline). Figure 2 visually summarizes these coefficients and the

corresponding confidence intervals relative to the sample mean of ethnic rebellion onsets.
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Table 1: OLS Models of Ethnic Civil War Onset, 1816-2017

Dependent Variable: Ethnic Civil War Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 3.131∗ 3.237∗ 3.300∗ 3.411∗ 3.570∗ 3.883∗∗

(1.324) (1.347) (1.278) (1.307) (1.354) (1.401)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3980∗∗ 0.3323∗∗∗ 0.4779∗ 0.3713∗∗

(0.1318) (0.0891) (0.1838) (0.1320)
Division & Alien Rule 0.4061∗∗ 0.3103∗∗ 0.4768∗∗ 0.3490∗∗

(0.1315) (0.0972) (0.1656) (0.1148)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0071+ 0.0065+

(0.0037) (0.0038)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 27,292 27,292 27,292 27,292 24,879 24,879
R2 0.05386 0.05984 0.05449 0.06015 0.05740 0.06416
Within R2 0.00457 0.00248 0.00523 0.00282 0.00616 0.00358

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of ethnic civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables not shown: Country and aggregate
group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).
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Figure 2: Main findings on ethnic rebellion
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Territorial claims

Our second set of analyses investigates how nationality mismatches relate to territorial claims

between countries. The sample comprises yearly observations of directed country dyads covering

the period between 1816 and 2001, which is the last year covered by the territorial claims data.

The baseline models use all European country dyads but drop micro states not covered in the

COW list of independent states and the territorial claims data.

A dummy for territorial claims made by country A against country B multiplied by 100

serves as dependent variable. Our main predictors are dummies for Division & Home Rule (Con-

figuration b) as well as for Division & Partial Home Rule (Configuration c) indicating whether

the governing ethnic group in country A has a kin segment in country B that does or does not

hold power (Configurations b vs. c). In addition, we use the variable Past Civil War (TEK vs.

Host) to assess whether past conflict between the governing group in country B and an ethnic

kin segment of the state-leading group in country A makes irredentist territorial claims of A

against B more likely.

All models include a measure of the territorial balance between countries A and B, logarith-

mized country size of B, logarithmized aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in A

and B, logarithmized minimum distance between countries A and B, a dummy for neighboring

dyads, and the sum of past years with ongoing territorial claims as control variables. Again, we

add fixed effects for peace years and calendar year. Additional specifications introduce fixed ef-

fects for both countries and time since last border change affecting countries A and B. Standard

errors are clustered on the directed dyad as well as on countries A and B.

The results are presented in Table 2. If anything, Division & Home Rule reduces the risk of

territorial claims (Columns 1 and 3) but these estimates drop to zero and lose significance in the

more demanding fixed effects specifications (Columns 2 and 4). Even if their aggregate ethnic

group is divided by country borders, governments seem to shy away frommaking claims against
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Table 2: Territorial Claim Onset, 1816-2001

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.1678∗∗ 0.0004 -0.1695∗∗ -0.0053

(0.0617) (0.0783) (0.0616) (0.0769)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2875∗ 0.3878∗ 0.2261+ 0.3276∗

(0.1322) (0.1506) (0.1212) (0.1377)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.2007∗∗∗ 0.1748∗∗∗

(0.0256) (0.0377)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 161,198 161,198 161,198 161,198
R2 0.01536 0.01864 0.01596 0.01906
Within R2 0.00384 0.00299 0.00445 0.00342

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).

ethnically related peers abroad which runs against Hypothesis 2b. When division coincides with

partial home rule (Hypothesis 2c), however, the probability of territorial claims is significantly

higher. Based on Column 4, this configuration is associated with a 0.33 percentage points higher

risk amounting to a 189% increase from the baseline probability of 0.17 territorial claim onsets

in 100 directed dyad years. As expected in Hypothesis 12c, Configuration c appears even more

dangerous if there was intrastate conflict in country B, pitting ethnic kin of the governing group

in state A against an ethnically distinct host government. More specifically, a one standard

deviation increase in Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) (0.53 years) predicts a 0.17 percentage points

higher probability of A claiming territory in B, which corresponds to a 53% increase from the

sample mean. Figure 3 provides and overview of these relative effect sizes.
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Figure 3: Main findings on territorial claim onset

Militarized interstate disputes

As is well known, not all territorial claims turn violent. As an alternative measure of interstate

conflict at a higher level of escalation, we use dyadic militarized interstate dispute initiation.

The specifications, main predictors, control variables, and fixed effects remain the same as in

the territorial claims models discussed in the previous paragraphs. The only notable difference

is the observation period which now lasts until 2014, the most recent year included in the MID

data.

Table 3 reports all relevant coefficient estimates and their corresponding standard errors.

In line with the territorial claims analysis above, we find, if anything, negative coefficients for

Division & Home Rule. Even if there might be a desire to overcome division and unify co-ethnic

states, governments seem to be less likely to take military action against their co-ethnic peers
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Table 3: Dyadic MID Initiation, 1816-2014

Dependent Variable: MID Initiation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.3926∗∗∗ -0.2013∗ -0.3925∗∗∗ -0.2045∗

(0.1103) (0.0896) (0.1104) (0.0888)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3386+ 0.3733∗ 0.2910+ 0.3339+

(0.1707) (0.1764) (0.1679) (0.1734)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.1492∗∗∗ 0.1101∗∗

(0.0194) (0.0335)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 188,210 188,210 188,210 188,210
R2 0.03140 0.03682 0.03155 0.03689
Within R2 0.01339 0.00541 0.01354 0.00549

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of dyadic MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).

abroad. Division & Partial Home Rule, on the other hand, is associated with a substantial increase

in the risk of military dispute initiation that is, however, only significant at the 0.1 level. The

estimate of 0.33 percentage points in Column 4 amounts to a 89% increase from the sample

mean of 0.37 initiated MIDs per 100 directed dyad years (see Figure 4 below). Finally, past

ethnic rebellion in country B by a group with an ethnic link to the state-leading segment in A

significantly raises the chance of state A initiating military action against state B. An increase

in Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) of one standard deviation predicts 0.06 percentage points more

interstate disputes which is equivalent to a 15% increase relative to the baseline risk (last row in

Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Main findings on MID initiation

Robustness checks

In the Appendix, we probe the robustness of the main findings. First, we distinguish between

different types of ethnic rebellion and militarized interstate disputes. All civil war results hold

when using only secessionist ethnic rebellions as dependent variable (Table A1). Restricting

interstate disputes to territorial (TableA10) or fatalMIDs (TableA11) yields similar if somewhat

weaker results than our baseline models in Table 3.

Second, we split the European sample into temporal subsets using 1945 as the cutoff year.

The civil war and territorial claim results aremuch stronger for the pre-1946 priod and disappear

post-WWII (Tables A2, A3, A6, and A7), whereas the coefficients in the MID models remain

similar in both subsets (Tables A12, A13). A third robustness exercise augments the dyadic

specifications with controls for past civil war in country A and B that does not involve ethnic kin
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of A in B (Tables A8 and A14). In line with Gleditsch, Salehyan, and Schultz (2008), the models

without fixed effects show some evidence for diversionary claim-making and MID initiation of

state A after domestic conflict but these findings disappear once accounting for country fixed

effects. More importantly, the coefficient on our proxy for Hypothesis 12c remains large and

significant indicating that ethnic rebellion in target state B may escalate into interstate conflict

by motivating irredentist interventions of state A.

Fourth, we recreate our datasets based on the earliest availablemap for each group to address

concerns about endogeneous change in ethnic settlement patterns while accepting less precise

measures of our main explanatory variables. All territorial claim findings persist (Table A9) but

the results for civil wars and MIDs are somewhat weaker (Tables A4 and Table A15). Finally, we

analyze territorial claims at the level of targeted ethnic segments rather than directed country

dyads. While the dyadic approach allows more accurate conclusions about the motivations of

the claim-making state, it remains unclear if the claimed territories correspond to the settle-

ment areas of the governing group’s ethnic peers. The results in Table A5 suggest that powerless

segments with governing kin abroad are significantly more likely to be targeted with a territorial

claim.

In summary, our analysis has established that Weiner’s (1971) original analysis applies quite

well to Europe as a whole from 1816 through the early 21st century, with most of the action

appearing before 1945. As expected, the irredentist Configuration c generates both more civil

and interstate conflict than the nation-state baseline. Also in accordance with the Macedonian

Syndrome, the analysis reveals considerable interdependence between these two conflict types.
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Global analysis of nationality problems and conflict from

1946

This section further investigates whether our findings for post-Napoleonic Europe apply to the

rest of the world after World War II. In order to conduct this extended test, we construct a

global dataset from 1946 until 2017. The basic setup resembles the European analysis described

above. We derive information on global ethnic settlement patters from the GeoEPR dataset

(Wucherpfennig et al. 2012) and intersect the group polygons with data on state borders from

the CShapes 2.0 dataset (Schvitz et al. 2021).9 We use the Ethnic Power Relations dataset (EPR)

to code ethnic groups in positions of monopoly, dominance or senior power-sharing as leading

the respective government.10 The information on state-leading groups is then used to derive

indicators of alien rule as well as full or partial home rule. As in the European sample, the

sample is restricted to ethnic segments with an area of at least 500 sqkm and excludes power-

holding segments from the analysis of civil war onsets.

For the dependent variables, we rely on the same data sources as described above. The

ACD2EPR and UCDP/PRIO data on civil conflict provide global coverage of ethnic conflicts

since 1946. Similarly, the datasets on militarized interstate disputes and territorial claims cover

the entire world. We compute a number of spatial control variables in line with our specifi-

cation in the European analysis, including log-transformed country areas and ethnic groups’

settlement areas. Moreover, the analysis includes log-transformed distance to the capital for

ethnic segments and minimum distance between countries as well as a neighbors dummy in the

dyadic analysis.

9. This dataset is identical to CShapes-Europe for Europe but offers global coverage from 1886.
10. In cases with multiple senior partners or countries where ethnicity is irrelevant, we select the largest ethnic

group as the one in power.
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Civil conflict

Table 4 shows results of linear probability models of ethnic rebellion onset in the global sample.

Compared to the Europeanmodels, territorial balance as an indicator for the degree of alien rule

is less consistent and turns insignificant when including country fixed effects. Also in contrast

to the European sample, there is no significant effect for previously observed interstate conflict

(see Hypothesis 21c). This is a first indication that the conflict dynamics observed in the post-

World War period are not identical to the effects we find in the historically deeper European

sample. However, we still find some evidence that nationality problems increase the risk for civil

conflict. Both division and partial home rule (Hypothesis 1c) as well as division under alien rule

(Hypothesis 1d) significantly increase the risk of civil conflict onsets. However, both estimates

are smaller and fail to reach significance in the more stringent fixed effects specifications.11

Table 4: OLS Models of CW Onset, 1946-2017, Global Sample

Dependent Variable: Ethnic Civil War Onset x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 0.8244∗∗ 0.5090 0.5714+ 0.5548 0.5780+ 0.5640

(0.2588) (0.7123) (0.3134) (0.7143) (0.3149) (0.7208)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.6035∗∗ 0.4165 0.5595∗ 0.3825

(0.2196) (0.3175) (0.2168) (0.3166)
Division & Alien Rule 0.4999∗∗ 0.2828 0.5013∗∗ 0.2841

(0.1602) (0.1724) (0.1595) (0.1719)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0078 0.0055

(0.0155) (0.0155)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 28,557 28,557 28,557 28,557 28,557 28,557
R2 0.02809 0.05128 0.02844 0.05130 0.02846 0.05131
Within R2 0.00631 0.00113 0.00667 0.00115 0.00669 0.00116

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of Civil War Onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control variables not shown: Country and aggregate
group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years)

11. The weak result confirms previous studies that find no straightforward effects of tranborder ethnic kin (see
e.g. Cederman, Girardin, and Gleditsch 2009; Cederman, Gleditsch, and Buhaug 2013).
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Figure 5: Main findings civil conflict onset, global

Interstate claims and disputes

We now shift the focus from the ethnic segment level to the interstate level. As in the European

models, directed dyad years serve as unit of analysis. Following the theoretical logic introduced

in Figure 1, we use the ethnic group in power to identify nationality problems in the respective

dyads.

Table 5 presents results using territorial claims as the dependent variable. Just as in the Eu-

ropean models above, there is no effect for Configuration b (division with home rule in both

countries) but strong evidence that the irredentist Configuration c (division & partial home

rule) significantly increases the risk of territorial claims (Hypothesis 2c). Surprisingly, however,

the effect of past civil wars of country A’s TEK segments in B is negative and significant which
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goes against the intuition of the Macedonian Syndrome (Hypothesis 12c). A closer look at sub-

stantive effect sizes (see Figure 6) is instructive here. Territorial claims are generally a rare event,

in particular in the post-WorldWar II era, where we only observe 265 cases in our sample which

translates to an average of 0.028 claims per 100 directed dyad-years. However, if we differentiate

between dyads with the irredentist Configuration c versus dyads without, the effect of ethnic

kinship as a main driver of territorial claims becomes apparent. For non-irredentist dyads, the

mean of claim onsets is a mere 0.016 per 100 directed dyad years. In contrast, in dyads with the

”Macedonian” constellation, the average rises to 0.389 territorial claims per 100 directed dyad

years. This stark difference is reflected in the large relative substantive effect in figure 6.

The figure also contextualizes the counter-intuitive finding of past civil war. While the nega-

tive effect goes against our theoretical expectations and the results we found for the European

sample, the substantive effect is very small. In the European models, an increase of one stan-

dard deviation in past civil war years corresponds to an increase of 0.19 percentage points in

onset probability, whereas in the global sample one standard deviation increase (0.22 years) is

estimated to reduce the probability of a territorial claim by state A in a given year, yet only by

0.015 percentage points.

Next, we turn to the initiation of militarized interstate disputes (MIDs). The results are

shown in Table 6. Similar to the European results, division and home rule do not increase the

risk of MID initiation (Configuration b). In striking contrast to the European analysis, however,

we find no support for Hypothesis 2c, nor for Hypothesis 12c.

These relatively weak effects could be due to changes in the international environment over

time, especially the gradual consolidation of the territorial integrity norm after World War II

(Zacher 2001; Fazal 2007). Furthermore, during the Cold War, great power interests arguably

contributed to pacification within each superpower’s sphere of influence, as illustrated by Soviet

suppression of conflict in the Balkans (Weiner 1971, 682). That said, the global findings suggest

that ethnic division combined with foreign or partial home rule continue to drive ethnic re-
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Table 5: OLS Models of TC Onset, 1946-2001, Global Sample

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.0230 0.0243 0.0229 0.0231

(0.0489) (0.0506) (0.0489) (0.0507)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.1884∗ 0.1905∗ 0.2417∗∗ 0.2421∗

(0.0822) (0.0865) (0.0915) (0.0953)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.0678∗∗ -0.0674∗∗

(0.0246) (0.0238)

Fixed-effects
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 945,871 945,871 945,871 945,871
R2 0.03461 0.03555 0.03470 0.03564
Within R2 0.00256 0.00262 0.00266 0.00271

Clustered (Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in
countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorial
claim incidence (total years).

bellion within and territorial claim-making between states. Postwar norms and institutions

thus appear to have contained nationalist interstate conflict without resolving the underlying

grievances and motivations.

Support for ethnic rebels as strategic substitute?

If this interpretation is correct and the postwar international order merely raises the norma-

tive and material costs of land grabs and violent interstate action, we would expect states with

irredentist inclinations to search for less risky alternatives. The previous literature on exter-

nal intervention in civil wars has highlighted one such alternative: providing support to rebel

groups fighting in the name of marginalized co-ethnics abroad (Saideman 2001; San-Akca 2016).

We test this notion using the Non-State Armed Groups (NAGs) data provided by San-Akca

(2016). The NAGs data codes, for all rebel groups from the UCDP/PRIO intrastate conflict
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Figure 6: Main findings territorial claim onset, global

data, whether they receive external support from a foreign state in a given year. The captured

support types go well beyond outright military intervention and also code the provision of safe

havens, rebel headquarters, training, financing, as well as weapon deliveries and logistical sup-

port. We identify all cases in which an ethnic armed actor in country B, as identified in the

NAGs data, starts to receive at least one type of state support from state A.12 A correspond-

ing dummy variable serves as the outcome in directed dyadic models equivalent to the analyses

above.

Summarizing our findings, Table 7 shows that governments are significantly more likely to

support rebels abroad if they have politically non-dominant ethnic kin in the respective target

state (Configuration c). The estimated coefficient is larger in absolute size and relative to the

12. We restrict our focus to intentional state support and do not include cases of de facto support in which rebels
establish safe havens or receive other support from a country without explicit permission or involvement of the
government (San-Akca 2016).
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Table 6: OLS Models of MID Inititation, 1946-2014, global sample

Dependent Variable: MID initiation x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.1158 0.1431 0.1183 0.1429

(0.1517) (0.1373) (0.1544) (0.1395)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0258 0.0265 0.1729 0.1733

(0.1755) (0.1833) (0.1888) (0.1920)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.1257 -0.1274+

(0.0767) (0.0746)

Fixed-effects
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 1,324,192 1,324,192 1,324,192 1,324,192
R2 0.04775 0.05071 0.04784 0.05080
Within R2 0.02263 0.01709 0.02272 0.01719

Clustered (Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial balance
between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries A
and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past MID incidence (total years).

baseline risk than in the global territorial claims models presented above. Combined with the

null findings on MID initiation, this suggests that irredentist interventions are by no means a

thing of the past but continue in another, plausibly less costly form.

Additional specifications

As the global analysis may obscure regional differences, we rerun all post-45 models for different

world regions (see Tables A17, A18, A19, and A24). The degree of foreign rule (Configuration a)

consistently predicts ethnic rebellion in Asia and to a lesser extent in Europe, where coefficients

remain large but turn insignificant. In Africa and the Americas, on the other hand, the relative

size of non-dominant ethnic segments is not associated with civil war onset (Row 1 in Table

A17). The effects of ethnic division on civil war are mainly driven by Asian, European, and to a
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Figure 7: Main findings MID initiation, global

lesser degree African cases, with small or even negative coefficients in the American subsample

(Rows 2 and 3 in Table A17).

The regional models of territorial claim onsets show that the positive and significant coef-

ficient of Configuration c in Table 5 is largely due to Asian and African cases (Row 2 in Table

A18) with small or negative estimates in Europe and the Americas, respectively. The surprising

negative coefficient for past civil war above is entirely driven by African and Asian cases (Row

3 in Table A18). It is conceivable that this finding relates to a general reluctance of postcolonial

states to challenge existing state borders, especially in cases that could trigger further instabil-

ity. More generally, weak findings in this respect could also be explained by the shorter time

series in the global sample. Indeed, the European sample offers significantly greater temporal

depth than the post-45 data. The weak results of Configuration c on MIDs result from a sub-

stantively non-negligible positive but insignificant coefficients in Europe, Asia, and Africa on
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Table 7: OLS Models of Ethnic Rebel Support, 1945-2017

Dependent Variable: Onset of Support for Rebels in B× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0396 -0.0550+ -0.0393 -0.0549+

(0.0274) (0.0312) (0.0278) (0.0311)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3820∗∗ 0.3693∗∗ 0.3964∗∗ 0.3846∗∗

(0.1254) (0.1256) (0.1290) (0.1273)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) -0.0129 -0.0139

(0.0561) (0.0565)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 1,324,828 1,324,828 1,324,828 1,324,828
R2 0.00832 0.00977 0.00832 0.00977
Within R2 0.00175 0.00160 0.00176 0.00161

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of country A supporting ethnic rebels in B. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown:
Territorial balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups
in countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past rebel
support incidence (total years).

the one hand and large negative and significant estimates in the Americas on the other (Row

2 in Table A19). Finally, the strong association between partial home rule and rebel support is

mainly driven by the African subsample, with similar but weaker estimates for Asia, and small

or negative ones for Europe and the Americas (Row 2 in Table A24).

In summary, extending Weiner’s descriptive model beyond its original spatial and temporal

reference frame yields onlymixed empirical support. The global analysis of civil conflict suggests

that nationality problems are an important driver of global conflict patterns, in particular for

ethnic groups that are divided and powerless. The results, however, are less robust for partial

home rule and division, and the global analysis offers no evidence of a reinforcing effect between

intrastate and interstate conflict via transborder ethnic links.13 Focusing on territorial claims,

13. If we add proxies for past civil war in A and B, there is again some evidence that non-ethnic conflict or ethnic
conflict involving groups without a segment in the other country increase the likelihood of territorial claims or
MIDs but these results disappear when adding country fixed effects. See Tables A20 and A21
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there is support for Hypothesis 2c, which corresponds to the irredentist setting of partial home

rule that is at the heart ofWeiner’s model. Yet this does not hold for the initiation of militarized

action, arguably because international norms have inhibitedmost open interstate conflicts since

World War II. Interestingly, and consistent with this view, the irredentist constellation strongly

predicts external support for ethnic rebels, a plausibly more feasible strategy to further ethno-

nationalist goals abroad.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have used Weiner’s (1971) model as an analytical starting point of a more gen-

eral account that explains why specific nationalist configurations are more conflict-prone than

others. Our main findings confirms the original intuition ofWeiner’s conjectures: on their own,

both alien rule and division are associated with a higher likelihood of conflict outbreaks. Yet

what is unique about the Macedonian constellation is that these two violations of the nation-

ality principle coincide. Furthermore, it is the only configuration in which both internal and

external conflicts are likely to break out due to state-nation incongruence. It is precisely this

irredentist logic that fuels such explosive dynamics, as illustrated by the combined civil and

interstate conflict in Ukraine from 2014.

Extending the focus from the Balkans to entire Europe, we find evidence that rebellions

involving ethnonationalist groups challenging their host states increase the probability that the

homeland state may in fact get involved in disputes with the host state. There is also strong

empirical support for the reverse effect going from interstate conflict to internal strife which

may reflect host governments’ fears and claims about ethnic “fifth columns” within their own

borders.

Going beyond Europe, while focusing on the post-1945 period, our analysis underlines the

conflict potential of specific ethno-nationalist constellations. Division and alien rule signifi-
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cantly increase the risk of civil conflict, as illustrated by the Kurds’ persistent struggle. We find

somewhat weaker effects of division and partial home rule on intrastate conflict. Furthermore,

this irredentist constellation also appears to generate interstate trouble, but only in the form of

territorial claims and external support for ethnic rebels and no longer as militarized disputes.

Yet, unlike in the historical European cases, there is little sign of spillover from one level to the

other. Changing international norms against violent border change could account for these dif-

ferences. In this sense, global post-1945 conflict patterns between states turned out less extreme

than could have been expected based on Weiner’s decade-old model. Unfortunately, however,

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine indicates that the very norms that have tamed nationalist interstate

conflict may be weakening (Simmons and Goemans 2021).

Viewedmore generally, this study contributes to a recent trend in conflict research that ana-

lyzes interactions between different types of political violence (Kalyvas 2019). While our analysis

has focused merely on civil and interstate conflict, Weiner’s (1971) process also includes one-

sided violence perpetrated by vulnerable host governments that fear subversion orchestrated by

revisionist neighbors (see e.g. Mylonas 2012). Although we have not attempted to empirically

capture such phenomena, future research would profit from adding ethnic cleansing and other

types of victimization to the repertoire of political violence to be analyzed.

Despite these limitations, the current paper yields several new conceptual and empirical in-

sights. Our analysis highlights structural similarities in a large number of conflict processes,

while linking them to a systematic classification of nationality problems. To some it may seem

that these issues are no more than esoteric details that are better left to conflict researchers

and historians to debate. Yet this would be a mistake, because more than two centuries after

the French Revolution, the intersection of borders of states and nations continues to generate

conflict. One needs look no further than to the territorial disputes concerning Ukraine and

Taiwan to realize that nationalism still poses a major risk of war. Given the ubiquity of nation-
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ality problems around the world, peace requires compromises within given borders rather than

letting violent border change fuel the flames of revisionist nationalism.
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A1 Additional data description

This section describes in greater detail the data pipeline from ethnic maps into analyzable poly-
gons. First, we offer an overview of the temporal distribution of the historical maps (see Figure
A1).

Figure A1: All 73 HEG ethnic maps by publication date

In a couple of cases, we removed particularly biased outliers, including a map produced by
the Lithuanian National Committee in 1918 which represented a clearly oversized Lithuanian
settlement area compared to 24 othermaps and amap drawnbyGerman nationalist and national
socialist Paul Langhans, whose geographic journal was boycotted by geographers of the time for
its political biases.

Practically all ethnic categories appearing in our maps refer to linguistic rather than reli-
gious or regional ethnic identity markers. That said, some maps differ in the level of linguistic
granularity they encode and therefore need to be standardized for our purposes. To address this
“grouping problem’’ of European ethnolinguistic identities, we match all raw linguistic map la-
bels to the Ethnologue language tree (Lewis 2009) and construct a time-invariant master list of
relevant ethnolinguistic groups by subsuming linguistically closely related labels from different
maps under the linguistic node that occurs on the majority of maps that depict the respective
language family.14

To get at temporal variation in specific groups’ settlement areas, we combine the publication
date of individual maps as well as hand-coded secondary data on periods of large-scale ethnic
change due to forced resettlement, genocide, or mass migrations. This information is used to

14. If, for example, two maps contain the Bavarian dialect while twenty maps depict Germans, the Germans are
listed as relevant group and subsume all dialects. In other cases, more disaggregate categories are chosen. Croats,
Serbians, and Bosnians appear on many more maps than does the aggregate South Slavic language family.
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code, for each group on our ethnic master list, the maps that are valid for a specific sub-period
between 1816 and 2017.15

Finally, we draw on all maps belonging to a specific group-time period combination to con-
struct a best-guess settlement polygon. Figure A2 illustrates this procedure for the Hungarian
map period before WWII. The first step is to overlay the digitized multipolygons of all 12 maps
that show theHungarians. Second, we rasterize these polygons and calculate, for each raster cell,
the share of maps that encode it as populated by Hungarians. The third and final step applies
a 0.5 cutoff rule to construct a best-guess polygon that contains all cells that at least six maps
regard as populated by Hungarians. These best-guess polygons may, of course, overlap, which
indicates mixed settlements.

1: Polygons from 12 maps 2: Rasterization (map count) 3: Best−guess polygon

Figure A2: Constructing ethnic buest-guess polygons: Hungarian example

Repeating this procedure for all group-time combinations results in a time-varying polygon
dataset of all aggregate ethnic groups (e) in Europe since the early-to-mid 19th century. Any
data on ethnic settlements covering as broad a geographic and temporal scope as 19th and 20th
century Europe are prone to some imprecision andmeasurement error. We address this challenge
by pre-selecting only the highest quality maps, hand-coding periods of significant change, and
combining information frommultiple maps. Finally, we present evidence on the extent to which
the alternativemaps coincide in their spatial depiction of ethnic groups’ settlement areas. Figure
A3 shows that the overlap is very high for maps that are temporally proximate.

15. To address concerns that accurately reflecting temporal change in ethnic settlements comes at the cost of
introducing endogeneity problems to our analyses, we run robustness checks only relying on the earliest available
maps (NOTE: output tables and add to Appendix).
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(a) Overlap weighted by population of groups

(b) Overlap weighted by territorial size of groups

Figure A3: Pair-wise comparison of raw map data, clustered by decades in time difference.A3



A2 Robustness tables and figures: European sample

A2.1 Ethnic segment models

Table A1: OLS Models of Terr. CW Onset, 1816-2017

Dependent Variable: Terr. Civil War Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 2.938∗ 3.058∗ 3.153∗ 3.288∗∗ 3.324∗∗ 3.557∗∗

(1.238) (1.199) (1.211) (1.171) (1.204) (1.147)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.4434∗ 0.3869∗∗ 0.4428∗∗ 0.3367∗∗

(0.1674) (0.1329) (0.1487) (0.1089)
Division & Alien Rule 0.3744∗ 0.2923∗ 0.4060∗∗ 0.2764∗∗

(0.1431) (0.1127) (0.1482) (0.1004)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0081∗ 0.0070+

(0.0039) (0.0039)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 27,292 27,292 27,292 27,292 24,879 24,879
R2 0.05717 0.06330 0.05783 0.06367 0.06076 0.06764
Within R2 0.00457 0.00266 0.00527 0.00306 0.00600 0.00340

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables not shown: Country and
aggregate group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).

In this section, we present the additional models run on the European sample that are briefly
referenced but not shown in the main text. As a first robustness check, we restrict the outcome
variable in the civil war models to secessionist conflict. The results reported in Table A1 remain
similar to our baseline findings in Table 1 in the main paper.

Second, we split the sample using 1945 as a cutoff year. The subsample analyses reported in
Tables A2 and A3 reveal that our main findings are more or less entirely driven by the pre-1945
period.
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Table A2: OLS Models of Ethnic Civil War Onset, 1816-1945

Dependent Variable: Ethnic Civil War Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 3.478∗ 3.952∗ 3.909∗ 4.478∗∗ 3.885∗ 4.554∗∗

(1.571) (1.551) (1.494) (1.476) (1.460) (1.449)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.8560∗∗∗ 0.7879∗∗∗ 0.7794∗∗∗ 0.7039∗∗∗

(0.1908) (0.1924) (0.1692) (0.1829)
Division & Alien Rule 0.6341∗∗ 0.5011∗∗ 0.6451∗∗ 0.5122∗∗

(0.1820) (0.1471) (0.1878) (0.1533)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0099∗ 0.0119+

(0.0047) (0.0060)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 17,087 17,087 17,087 17,087 17,087 17,087
R2 0.06537 0.07425 0.06706 0.07532 0.06727 0.07557
Within R2 0.00636 0.00414 0.00816 0.00529 0.00838 0.00556

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of ethnic civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables not shown: Country and aggregate
group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).

Table A3: OLS Models of Ethnic Civil War Onset, 1946-2017

Dependent Variable: Ethnic Civil War Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 1.594 0.6404 1.357 0.0569 2.247 0.8976

(1.392) (1.849) (1.442) (1.923) (1.959) (2.254)
Division & Partial Home Rule -0.0682 -0.1237 -0.0096 -0.2058

(0.2504) (0.3181) (0.4301) (0.3415)
Division & Alien Rule 0.1906 0.1463 0.1759 -0.0146

(0.2607) (0.3628) (0.3355) (0.2913)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0038 0.0019

(0.0024) (0.0012)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 10,205 10,205 10,205 10,205 7,792 7,792
R2 0.05258 0.06333 0.05295 0.06360 0.05782 0.07495
Within R2 0.00117 0.00059 0.00156 0.00088 0.00210 0.00034

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of ethnic civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables not shown: Country and aggregate
group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).
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Third, we address potential concerns about endogenously changing ethnic settlement areas
by relying on the earliest available ethnic map for each group in our sample. We reproduce
the entire segment-level analysis data set based on these earliest and time-invariant settlement
polygons and rerun the baseline models reported in Table 1 in the main text. The results are
summarized in Table A4 an reveal similar findings on the static division variables (Configura-
tions c and d). However, the reinforcing effect of past interstate conflict on ethnic rebellion by
ethnic kin from a hostile foreign government no longer holds. It is difficult to assess whether
this non-finding is, in fact, due to endogenous changes in ethnic settlements or results from
measurement error that we build in by only relying on the oldest ethnic maps.

Table A4: Civil War Onset, earliest ethnic maps

Dependent Variable: Ethnic Civil War Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance 2.712∗ 2.765∗ 2.905∗ 2.966∗ 3.158∗ 3.280∗∗

(1.118) (1.156) (1.077) (1.142) (1.175) (1.199)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.4246∗∗ 0.3510∗∗ 0.4965∗∗ 0.3981∗∗

(0.1446) (0.1159) (0.1837) (0.1427)
Division & Alien Rule 0.4567∗∗ 0.4046∗∗ 0.4924∗∗ 0.4036∗∗

(0.1655) (0.1300) (0.1668) (0.1209)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0011 -0.0003

(0.0041) (0.0036)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 28,052 28,052 28,052 28,052 25,276 25,276
R2 0.05291 0.06117 0.05370 0.06168 0.05625 0.06669
Within R2 0.00415 0.00264 0.00498 0.00318 0.00561 0.00338

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables not shown: Country and
aggregate group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).

Finally, we replicate the dyadic analysis of interstate territorial claims at the level of ethnic
segments. To this end, we augment the European subset of the territorial claims data. Relying
on secondary sources and case descriptions we code, for each claim, whether it was plausibly mo-
tivated by ethno-nationalist concerns and targeted a specific ethnic kin segment of the claimant
in the target country. While the dyadic analysis adequately captures how the irredentist Con-
figuration c (Division & Partial Home Rule) may motivate territorial claims, it cannot pin down
whether the claimed territory actually corresponds to an area populated by the claimant state’s
ethnic kin. The segment-level coding and analysis complements the dyadic models by testing
whether powerless ethnic segments with a kin government abroad (Configuration c) are more
likely to be targeted with an ethnically motivated claim by a co-ethnic claimant. The coefficient
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estimates in Table A5 provide strong support for this segment-level reformulation ofHyptohesis
2c.

Table A5: OLS Models of Terr. Claim Onset, Targeted Segments

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Territorial Balance 0.9866∗∗ 1.138∗∗∗ 1.451∗∗∗ 1.671∗∗∗

(0.3033) (0.0180) (0.3961) (0.1161)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.7093∗∗ 0.7129∗∗

(0.2323) (0.2392)
Division & Alien Rule 0.0967 -0.0261

(0.0936) (0.1206)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 24,879 24,879 24,879 24,879
R2 0.06187 0.06784 0.06326 0.06944
Within R2 0.00155 0.00103 0.00303 0.00275

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial claims onset targeted at specific ethnic segments. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control Variables
not shown: Country and aggregate group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years).

A2.2 Dyadic models

Here, we describe additional specifications for the European interstate conflict analysis. Dsiag-
gregating the territorial claim models by time period shows that the main results hold for the
pre-1945 period but disappear in the relatively peaceful postwar era (Tables A6 and A7).

Adding additional control for domestic instability in countriesA andB reveals that past civil
war in A increases the risk of territorial claim-making (Column 1 in Table A8). This seems con-
sistent with theories of diversionary aggression or the alternative externalization mechanisms
described by Gleditsch, Salehyan, and Schultz (2008). However, the positive and significant co-
efficient of past conflict in A disappears when adding country fixed effects (Column 2 in Table
A8). Columns 3 and 4 in Table A8 distinguish between ethnic and non-ethnic civil war histories
and reveal that, if anything, the diversionary effect is due to ethnic conflict.

We also replicate the territorial claims analysis with the alternative data set that only relies
on the earliest available ethnic map per group (see more detailed discussion above). Our results
remain robust to this modification (Table A9).
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Table A6: Territorial Claim Onset, 1816-1945

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.2636∗∗ -0.0717 -0.2667∗∗ -0.0745

(0.0828) (0.1066) (0.0823) (0.1052)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3377+ 0.5023∗ 0.2742 0.4472∗

(0.1756) (0.2010) (0.1707) (0.2023)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.1668∗∗ 0.1237+

(0.0509) (0.0653)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 96,830 96,830 96,830 96,830
R2 0.01941 0.02536 0.01981 0.02556
Within R2 0.00528 0.00380 0.00569 0.00400

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A7: Territorial Claim Onset, 1946-2001

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0881∗∗ -0.0416 -0.0884∗ -0.0412

(0.0326) (0.0261) (0.0330) (0.0260)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0503 0.0491 0.0523 0.0525

(0.0504) (0.0510) (0.0508) (0.0512)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) -0.0099 -0.0153

(0.0286) (0.0272)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 97,866 97,866 97,866 97,866
R2 0.00461 0.00636 0.00461 0.00636
Within R2 0.00156 0.00138 0.00156 0.00139

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A8: Territorial Claims: Controlling for Domestic Instability

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.1466∗∗ -0.0068 -0.1471∗∗ -0.0041

(0.0516) (0.0779) (0.0498) (0.0770)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2231+ 0.3267∗ 0.2216+ 0.3284∗

(0.1209) (0.1378) (0.1200) (0.1388)
Past Civil War (TEK of A in B) 0.1977∗∗∗ 0.1757∗∗∗ 0.1975∗∗∗ 0.1757∗∗∗

(0.0270) (0.0368) (0.0279) (0.0362)
Past Civil War in A 0.0047∗∗∗ 0.0016

(0.0011) (0.0036)
Past Civil War in B 0.0028 0.0010

(0.0022) (0.0035)
Past CW in A (Ethnic) 0.0067∗∗∗ 0.0035

(0.0015) (0.0039)
Past CW in B (Ethnic) 0.0030 0.0021

(0.0039) (0.0051)
Past CW in A (Non-Ethnic) -0.0026 -0.0051

(0.0041) (0.0041)
Past CW in B (Non-Ethnic) 0.0016 -0.0033

(0.0051) (0.0068)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 161,198 161,198 161,198 161,198
R2 0.01612 0.01907 0.01617 0.01908
Within R2 0.00461 0.00343 0.00466 0.00344

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of territorial claim onset. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A9: OLS Models of TC Onset, earliest ethnic maps

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.1782∗∗ -0.0149 -0.1805∗∗ -0.0184

(0.0582) (0.0713) (0.0586) (0.0709)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2249∗ 0.3194∗ 0.1856+ 0.2850∗

(0.1025) (0.1208) (0.1025) (0.1213)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.0970∗∗∗ 0.0754∗

(0.0251) (0.0351)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 161,198 161,198 161,198 161,198
R2 0.01528 0.01881 0.01551 0.01893
Within R2 0.00376 0.00277 0.00399 0.00289

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of Territorial Claim Onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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To probe the robustness of our findings on militarized interstate disputes, we restrict the
dependent variable to two theoretically relevant subsets of MIDs. The first restriction only uses
territorial MIDs, defined as all MIDs initiated by a country A that Maoz et al. (2019) classify
as revisionsit with respect to territory. The second restriction focuses on fatal MIDs and codes
lower-intensity disputes as zeros in the outcome dummy.

Table A10: Territorial MID Initiation, 1816-2014

Dependent Variable: MID Initiation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0449 -0.0318 -0.0445 -0.0343

(0.0285) (0.0347) (0.0285) (0.0338)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.1578+ 0.1678+ 0.1295 0.1375

(0.0853) (0.0905) (0.0814) (0.0857)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.0903∗∗ 0.0854∗

(0.0313) (0.0328)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 188,210 188,210 188,210 188,210
R2 0.01408 0.01634 0.01436 0.01657
Within R2 0.00700 0.00434 0.00728 0.00458

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of territorial MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).

Tables A10 and A11 show that our main explanatory variables similarly affect these more
restrictive conflict outcomes as in the baseline analysis in Table 3. However, the estimates for
the static proxy for Division & Partial Home Rule (Configuration c) lose some precision. The
reinforcing effect of past rebellion by country B’s kin in A on MID initiation by A against B is
remains strong and significant irrespective of the specific MID outcome used (Row 3 in Tables
A10 and A11).
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Table A11: Fatal MID Initiation, 1816-2014

Dependent Variable: Fatal MID Inititation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0826∗ -0.0820 -0.0824∗∗ -0.0832

(0.0311) (0.0532) (0.0309) (0.0530)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.1288∗ 0.1035+ 0.1148∗ 0.0892

(0.0544) (0.0616) (0.0532) (0.0582)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.0435∗∗∗ 0.0400∗∗

(0.0046) (0.0130)

Fixed-effects
time_since_mid_initiator_dyad_fatal Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 188,210 188,210 188,210 188,210
R2 0.00979 0.01271 0.00987 0.01277
Within R2 0.00128 0.00044 0.00136 0.00050

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of fatal MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A12: Dyadic MID Initiation, 1816-1945

Dependent Variable: MID Initiation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.3595∗∗∗ -0.2805∗ -0.3611∗∗∗ -0.2821∗

(0.0903) (0.1324) (0.0906) (0.1323)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2810 0.3499 0.2471 0.3267

(0.1722) (0.2205) (0.1649) (0.2197)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.0836∗∗∗ 0.0473

(0.0201) (0.0366)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 96,830 96,830 96,830 96,830
R2 0.04180 0.04874 0.04186 0.04875
Within R2 0.02131 0.00909 0.02137 0.00910

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of dyadic MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).

Replicating the MID models on temporal subsamples produces somewhat different results
than was the case for ethnic civil wars and territorial claims. Tables A12 and A13 show similarly
sized and mostly insignificant coefficients for both time periods.

Adding additional controls for domestic instability reveals similar patterns as in the territo-
rial claims analysis above. The models without country and border duration fixed effects show
some evidence that past civil war in A makes MID initiation more likely (Column 1 in A14) but
again, these results disappear in the more restrictive specifications.

Using the earliest available ethnic maps to reconstruct our dyadic analysis data yields simi-
larly sized but imprecisely estimated coefficients for Configuration c (Division & Partial Home
Rule, compare Row 2 in Table A15 to its counterpart in Table 3 in the main text). Hypothe-
sis 12c expecting reinforcing effects of past civil war on interstate disputes continues to receive
strong support in in Table A15.
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Table A13: Dyadic MID Initiation, 1946-2014

Dependent Variable: MID Initiation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.5923∗ -0.0329 -0.5886∗ -0.0344

(0.2770) (0.1019) (0.2771) (0.1013)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3489 0.3772 0.3237 0.3607

(0.3191) (0.2632) (0.3232) (0.2729)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) 0.1356+ 0.0769

(0.0772) (0.0673)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 91,380 91,380 91,380 91,380
R2 0.03093 0.04742 0.03097 0.04743
Within R2 0.01164 0.00633 0.01169 0.00634

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of dyadic MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A14: MID Initiation: Controlling for Domestic Instability

Dependent Variable: MID Initiation
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.3396∗∗∗ -0.2114∗ -0.3438∗∗∗ -0.1922∗

(0.0817) (0.0933) (0.0770) (0.0941)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2896+ 0.3217+ 0.2766+ 0.3498∗

(0.1558) (0.1725) (0.1603) (0.1730)
Past Civil War (TEK of A in B) 0.1474∗∗∗ 0.1047∗∗ 0.1485∗∗∗ 0.1062∗∗

(0.0149) (0.0390) (0.0155) (0.0364)
Past Civil War in A 0.0137∗∗∗ 0.0110

(0.0030) (0.0107)
Past Civil War in B 0.0035 -0.0081

(0.0023) (0.0085)
Past CW in A (Ethnic) 0.0194∗∗∗ 0.0123

(0.0027) (0.0164)
Past CW in B (Ethnic) 0.0074∗ 0.0037

(0.0034) (0.0049)
Past CW in A (Non-Ethnic) -0.0074 0.0064

(0.0050) (0.0141)
Past CW in B (Non-Ethnic) -0.0111∗ -0.0548∗

(0.0050) (0.0239)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 188,210 188,210 188,210 188,210
R2 0.03214 0.03699 0.03240 0.03714
Within R2 0.01414 0.00559 0.01441 0.00574

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS regressions of dyadic MID initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries
A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical claim
incidence (total years).
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Table A15: MID Inititation: Earliest ethnic maps

Dependent Variable: Dyadic MID Initiation× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.3854∗∗∗ -0.1924+ -0.3917∗∗∗ -0.2021∗

(0.1040) (0.0964) (0.1035) (0.0988)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.3180 0.3375 0.2714 0.2867

(0.1988) (0.2367) (0.1992) (0.2310)
Past Civil War (TEK of A vs. B) 0.0874∗ 0.0734+

(0.0405) (0.0434)

Fixed-effects
time_since_mid_initiator_dyad Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 188,210 188,210 177,400 177,400
R2 0.03138 0.03949 0.03140 0.03991
Within R2 0.01337 0.00525 0.01346 0.00511

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of dyad-specific territorial MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown:
Territorial balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups
in countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorical
claim incidence (total years).
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A3 Robustness tables and figures: Global sample

A3.1 Ethnic segment level

In Table A16, we estimate our main models only for territorial civil conflicts, instead of all
conflicts. We find that the estimate ofDivision & Partial Home Rule, while still positive, no longer
reaches statistical significance. However, the effect of Division & Alien Rule remains similar in
size and is significant even after including country and border duration fixed effects. A closer
examination shows that one driver of this result are the conflicts fought by the Kurds.

Table A16: OLS Models of territorial CW Onset, 1946-2017, Global Sample

Dependent Variable: 100 x Terr. Ethnic Civil War Onset
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variables
Territorial Balance -0.0180 0.2388 -0.0808 0.2266 -0.0742 0.2370

(0.2360) (0.4581) (0.2608) (0.4578) (0.2572) (0.4576)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2818+ 0.3150 0.1922 0.2738

(0.1575) (0.2436) (0.1448) (0.2366)
Division & Alien Rule 0.4205∗∗∗ 0.3482∗ 0.4244∗∗∗ 0.3503∗

(0.1206) (0.1358) (0.1206) (0.1361)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0161 0.0068

(0.0112) (0.0138)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 29,154 29,154 29,154 29,154 29,154 29,154
R2 0.02549 0.04792 0.02550 0.04793 0.02563 0.04794
Within R2 0.00596 0.00045 0.00597 0.00045 0.00611 0.00047

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial civil war Onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control variables not shown: Country and
aggregate group territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years)

Since the analysis of the global sample might obscure regional differences, we estimate the
main models for regional subsamples. The results are shown in table A17. With less statistical
power, the effect of Division & Partial Home Rule does not reach statistical significance in these
models. Division & Alien Rule seems to increase conflict onset in Europe and Asia, although this
effect is not robust in the fixed effects specification for these subsamples.
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Table A17: OLS Models of CW Onset, 1946-2017, by region

Dependent Variable: 100 x Ethnic Civil War Onset
Europe Asia Africa Americas

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Variables
Territorial Balance 1.493 0.8639 1.723∗ 3.440∗ 0.4332 -0.8181 0.0164 -0.1339

(1.111) (1.596) (0.6548) (1.334) (0.4994) (0.5348) (0.3420) (0.6135)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2780 0.3078 0.3520 0.7160 0.7047 -0.1188 -0.2625 -0.3324

(0.3001) (0.5617) (0.3310) (0.6238) (0.5183) (0.5577) (0.3719) (0.5275)
Division & Alien Rule 0.5169∗ 0.5135 0.6485+ 0.4367 0.5517 0.1802 -0.0091 -0.0669

(0.2216) (0.3578) (0.3303) (0.2694) (0.3504) (0.3405) (0.2670) (0.4654)
Past Interstate Trouble (Host vs. TEK) 0.0289 0.0434 0.0104 0.0025 0.0601 0.0859 -0.0006 0.0049

(0.0255) (0.0361) (0.0143) (0.0204) (0.0748) (0.0895) (0.0050) (0.0084)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 6,233 6,233 9,908 9,908 9,026 9,026 3,306 3,306
R2 0.05885 0.10279 0.05423 0.08722 0.04720 0.13309 0.04906 0.10076
Within R2 0.00500 0.00378 0.00800 0.00301 0.00412 0.00103 0.00084 0.00271

Clustered (Country & Aggregate Group) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of civil war onsets. The unit of analysis is the ethnic segment year. Control variables not shown: Country and aggregate group
territorial size (sqkm, logged), distance to capital (km, logged), past civil war incidence (total years)

A3.2 Dyadic level

This section describes additional analyses conducted on the dyadic level for territorial claims and
MID initiation, respectively. First, we estimate the main dyadic models for regional subsamples.
The results are shown in tables A18 andA19. Afirst thing to note is that the theoretical dynamics
of the ”Macedonian syndrome” do not seem to be at play in the Americas. We do not observe
past civil war in the typical irredentist constellation. Moreover, Division & Partial Home Rule if
anything reduces interstate trouble, in particular in the models on MID initiation where this
effect is significant. For the other regions, this variable has the expected positive sign, although
it does not reach conventional levels of statistical significance.
The negative effect of Past Civil War (TEK of A in B) on territorial claim onset is driven by Asia
and Africa. For Europe we observe an insignificant positive estimate in line with results from
the historically deeper European sample, where the main effect seems to be driven by the period
before World War II.
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Table A18: OLS Models of TC Onset, 1946-2001, by region

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset x 100
Europe Asia Africa Americas

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.0917 0.0728 -0.1469 -0.1399 -0.1093 -0.0957 0.8890 0.8159

(0.1649) (0.1637) (0.1673) (0.1902) (0.1099) (0.1126) (0.9829) (1.021)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0635 0.0564 0.3082 0.3111 0.1443 0.1560 -0.6374 -0.6175

(0.1267) (0.1405) (0.1898) (0.2265) (0.2298) (0.2388) (0.5102) (0.4375)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) 0.0761 0.0727 -0.0835∗∗ -0.0684∗∗ -0.0809∗ -0.0814∗

(0.1211) (0.1115) (0.0274) (0.0216) (0.0371) (0.0355)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 44,765 44,765 64,915 64,915 83,132 83,132 35,546 35,546
R2 0.00645 0.01083 0.07302 0.07699 0.00699 0.00962 0.00681 0.02287
Within R2 0.00198 0.00190 0.00601 0.00609 0.00394 0.00394 0.00403 0.00254

Clustered (Dir. Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in
countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorial
claim incidence (total years).
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Table A19: OLS Models of dyadic MID initiation, 1946-2014, by region

Dependent Variable: MID initiation x 100
Europe Asia Africa Americas

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.1643 -0.1085 0.4692 0.5644 0.6552 0.5492 0.7368 0.2707

(0.2475) (0.1661) (0.3457) (0.3515) (0.3948) (0.4120) (0.8125) (0.6487)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.4323 0.3113 0.4914 0.4852 0.5109 0.4558 -0.6755∗∗∗ -0.8655∗∗∗

(0.3680) (0.3109) (0.4549) (0.4591) (0.3210) (0.3227) (0.1283) (0.1850)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.0135 -0.0373 -0.1160 -0.1343 -0.0968 -0.0815

(0.0323) (0.0223) (0.1166) (0.1104) (0.1173) (0.1154)

Fixed-effects
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 64,445 64,445 93,520 93,520 117,071 117,071 46,856 46,856
R2 0.04176 0.07179 0.06941 0.07750 0.02509 0.02974 0.03740 0.04809
Within R2 0.01314 0.01627 0.02286 0.01211 0.01247 0.00708 0.01664 0.00853

Clustered (Dir. Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial balance
between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries A
and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past MID incidence (total years).
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As a further test how domestic instability within a dyad influences interstate conflict, we
estimate our main models with additional variables that capture conflicts within either state A
or B. More precisely, models (1) and (2) in table A20 and table A21 differentiate between past
civil war in the Macedonian constellation Past Civil War (TEK of A in B), past civil war in the
initiating state A (Past Civil War in A), and past conflict in B unrelated to the TEK group of A
(Past Civil War in B). Both conflict in A and in B are estimated to increase the probability of
a territorial claim as estimated in model (1), yet these effects vanish after including additional
fixed effects. In the case of MID initiation, past conflict in the initiator A seems to hinder MID
initiation, but only after accounting for country fixed effects. An intuitive explanation could
be that states that had internal fights are left with less capacity to initiate a militarized dispute.
In models (3) and (4), We further differentiate whether these domestic conflicts are of an ethnic
or non-ethnic nature, according to the definition of the ACD2EPR dataset (Wucherpfennig et
al. 2012). This disaggregation exercise yields small and mostly insignificant estimates.
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Table A20: OLS Models of Territorial Claim onset, 1946-2001, global sample

Dependent Variable: Territorial Claim Onset x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.0190 0.0211 0.0196 0.0211

(0.0503) (0.0522) (0.0503) (0.0522)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.2112∗ 0.2112∗ 0.2105∗ 0.2109∗

(0.0894) (0.0930) (0.0895) (0.0930)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.0647∗∗ -0.0643∗∗ -0.0646∗∗ -0.0649∗∗

(0.0225) (0.0218) (0.0226) (0.0220)
Past Civil War in A 0.0008∗∗ -0.0006

(0.0003) (0.0007)
Past Civil War in B 0.0006∗ -0.0011

(0.0003) (0.0007)
Past CW in A (Ethnic) 0.0005 -0.0010

(0.0003) (0.0010)
Past CW in B (Ethnic) 0.0003 -0.0019+

(0.0003) (0.0010)
Past CW in A (Non-Ethnic) 0.0012+ 0.0003

(0.0007) (0.0009)
Past CW in B (Non-Ethnic) 0.0010+ 0.0007

(0.0005) (0.0006)

Fixed-effects
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 945,871 945,871 945,871 945,871
R2 0.03468 0.03561 0.03468 0.03562
Within R2 0.00264 0.00268 0.00264 0.00269

Clustered (Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial claim onsets. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in
countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past territorial
claim incidence (total years).
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Table A21: OLS Models of MID Inititation, 1946-2014, global sample

Dependent Variable: MID initiation x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.1131 0.1424 0.1115 0.1423

(0.1445) (0.1321) (0.1439) (0.1321)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.1411 0.1481 0.1444 0.1477

(0.1829) (0.1825) (0.1822) (0.1823)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.1094+ -0.1100+ -0.1099+ -0.1105+

(0.0661) (0.0633) (0.0661) (0.0631)
Past Civil War in A 0.0011 -0.0025∗

(0.0009) (0.0012)
Past Civil War in B 0.0016 -0.0010

(0.0017) (0.0026)
Past CW in A (Ethnic) 0.0025∗ -0.0022

(0.0012) (0.0017)
Past CW in B (Ethnic) 0.0025 -0.0020

(0.0025) (0.0034)
Past CW in A (Non-Ethnic) -0.0016 -0.0034

(0.0018) (0.0025)
Past CW in B (Non-Ethnic) -0.0003 0.0013

(0.0015) (0.0030)

Fixed-effects
Peaceyears Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 1,323,854 1,323,854 1,323,854 1,323,854
R2 0.05237 0.05528 0.05240 0.05528
Within R2 0.02200 0.01627 0.02203 0.01627

Clustered (Dir. Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial balance
between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries A
and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past MID incidence (total years)
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Table A22: OLS Models of territorial MID inititation, 1946-2014, global sample

Dependent Variable: Terr. MID initiation x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule 0.0863 0.0801 0.0873 0.0800

(0.1115) (0.1068) (0.1116) (0.1070)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0536 0.0584 0.1112 0.1139

(0.0900) (0.0926) (0.1015) (0.1045)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.0489∗ -0.0478∗

(0.0209) (0.0209)

Fixed-effects
time_since_mid_initiator Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 1,324,606 1,324,606 1,324,606 1,324,606
R2 0.01327 0.01472 0.01334 0.01478
Within R2 0.00593 0.00508 0.00600 0.00514

Clustered (Dir. Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of territorial MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial
balance between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in
countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past MID incidence
(total years).

Tables A22 and A23 show the results for the main model specification with a subset of the
dependent MID variable. In table A22, we only included those MIDs that revolved around
territorial disputes. We do not find an effect for the static configurations, yet there is a negative
signal for past civil wars of ethnic kin, similar to the one observed in the case of territorial claims.

In Table A23, we test whether the main results change if we focus on severe instances of
militarized interstate disputes, namely MIDs with fatalities. In line with the main results, we do
not find a significant effect for our main explanatory variables. We also do not find the negative
effect of past civil war observed in A23. In sum, this further solidifies our interpretation that in
the post-1945 era, states tended to shy away from openly aggressive and violent action.
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Table A23: OLS Models of fatal MID Inititation, 1946-2014, global sample

Dependent Variable: fatal MID initiation x 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0078 -0.0125 -0.0074 -0.0125

(0.0297) (0.0332) (0.0298) (0.0333)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0597 0.0562 0.0829 0.0803

(0.0617) (0.0661) (0.0663) (0.0694)
Past Civil War (Tek of A in B) -0.0197 -0.0208

(0.0139) (0.0141)

Fixed-effects
time_since_mid_initiator_dyad_fatal Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 1,324,467 1,324,467 1,324,467 1,324,467
R2 0.00533 0.00645 0.00535 0.00646
Within R2 0.00385 0.00324 0.00386 0.00326

Clustered (Dir. Dyad & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of MID Initiation. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown: Territorial balance
between countries A and B, country size of country A and B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups in countries A
and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past MID incidence (total years)
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Table A24: OLS Models of Ethnic Rebel Support, 1946-2017, by region

Dependent Variable: Onset of Support for Rebels in B× 100
Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Variables
Division & Home Rule -0.0099 -0.0028 -0.0931 -0.0191 -0.1190 -0.2189∗ -0.0871 -0.1274∗

(0.0113) (0.0167) (0.1215) (0.1460) (0.0777) (0.0942) (0.0537) (0.0609)
Division & Partial Home Rule 0.0919 0.1005 0.3207 0.3974+ 0.8589∗ 0.8152∗ -0.0650 -0.2205∗∗

(0.1046) (0.1130) (0.2083) (0.2191) (0.3774) (0.3654) (0.0525) (0.0679)
Past Civil War (TEK vs. Host) -0.0080 -0.0115 0.0532 0.0502 -0.0764+ -0.0828∗

(0.0077) (0.0087) (0.1304) (0.1361) (0.0431) (0.0361)

Fixed-effects
Peace Years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country B Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration A Yes Yes Yes Yes
Border Duration B Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
Observations 64,494 64,494 93,742 93,742 117,134 117,134 46,886 46,886
R2 0.00242 0.00542 0.01944 0.02507 0.01176 0.01604 0.01555 0.02723
Within R2 0.00083 0.00098 0.00355 0.00303 0.00478 0.00386 0.00022 0.00026

Clustered (Directed Dyad ID & Country A & Country B) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, +: 0.1

OLS estimates of country A supporting ethnic rebels in B. The unit of analysis is the directed country dyad year. Control variables not shown:
Territorial balance between countries A and B, country size of country B (sqkm, logged), aggregate group sizes of state-leading ethnic groups
in countries A and B (sqkm, logged), minimum distance between countries A and B (km, logged), neighboring dyad dummy, past rebel
support incidence (total years).
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